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 vdi It worked for me I have the latest version of Ubuntu 15.04 but it's a microsoft virtualbox Oh great, now the chat client will
crash too D: need help with a dual booting issue when i boot the live disk i have access to files but when i choose to install it

takes me to the instalation menu and everything freezes dualboot is running fine for ubuntu and windows on the same computer
xyz_, still using the LTS? i tried 14.04 lts also 64 bit i have dual booting ubuntu and windows on the same computer Did you try
to boot from the live disk in UEFI mode? ok ^^ yes have you checked the hardware compatibility list for UEFI? everything runs
fine and the partitions are on the disk i have just two drives that's all hm, very strange, normally it's the other way round can you
paste the text of the bug report? sure might be something to do with the partitions, you might find something. xyz_, Launchpad
bug 1453520 in ubiquity (Ubuntu) "After selecting Install alongside Windows 8.1 during the Live session of Ubuntu, the screen
freezes and the installation can not be completed." [Undecided,New] I got that a few weeks ago... I did the same steps but didn't
had any freezes and completed the installation. What happened? Did you try to run it from a USB instead of the LiveCD? i tried

running on a usb and it also did the 82157476af
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